DAL TESTO HEADWAY INTERMEDIATE SI SONO SVOLTE LE UNIT
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-

REVISION OF TENSES: PRESENT- PAST, PRESENT PERFECT
STATE VERBS
PASSIVES

MODALS AND RELATED VERBS: SHOULD, MUST, HAVE TO, CAN COULD
FUTURE FORMS : WILL, GOING TO, PRESENT CONTINUOUS
POSSIBILITIES: MAY MIGHT, COULD

INFORMATIONS QUESTIONS
ADJECTIVES-ADVERBS

PRESENT PERFECT CONTINUOUS—FOR- SINCE HOW LONG
VERB-+ING

PAST PERFECT—PAST CONTINUOUS

CONDITIONALS
PHRASAL VERBS- LITERAL AND IDIOMATIC
REVISION OF IRREGULAR VERBS

SUMMER HOMEWORK
WRITING DA PAG103 A PAG115 DEL TESTO HEADWAY
GRAMMAR REFERENCE CON ESERCIZI SVOLTI SU QUADERNO DA PAG.126 A PAG.145
RIPASSO DELLA GRAMMAR SUL TESTO GRAMMER FILES